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*I<1{lIERJ mJfJN PNDOOillGE IN fSDVAITA PHILOSOPHY

Hindu philosophical works describe life at the mundane
level as a consciousness of 'I' and 'Thou', of an opposi-

.tion of subject and object (v'!:,!ayal)7:l}cyin) caused by the
beginningless ignorance that man is subject to.l This dua-
lity (dvaita) of subject and object is the natural state
(naisargikabhava) of worldly life.2

Every act of cognition, be it seeing, hearing or think-
ing, demands three factors, a subject, an object and an act
which relates them. Man functions therefore as a 'knower'
(jrfatr, grahitY', ved7:tY') who cognizes an object, a 'known'
(jneya, gY'ahua: vedya), and the act of cognition relating the
two being jnana, gra,in,{1ZWor »edana . Or man is the 'seer f

(drastY'), the object of seeing being dreua and the act of
• 4 •. I> 0.1

* The following Saiva Siddhanta texts cited are found in
Meikanta CattiY'Clm, vols. I and I I (Tinnevely: The South

f" .India Saiva Siddhanta Works Publishing Society, 1969)
C· ~- -~ 'eTD',1- vanqnapo tam (Oe o )
C• -r : '-'-t" - r i:c: \~vanal1(.w1-!::.t.yaY' \ ,j,j. J

Ci vappi.rakacam (Si!:!.a.)
TiY'u7<.kaZirruDPati?{a1' (Ttl'u.).•. __ L _ •• ..,

Tir,!:!:vaY'utpaya!}
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In translation:
Gordon Matthews, Si.vananabodham Oxford (1948)
NaIlaswami Pillai, Sivajnana /HddhiyaY' Madras (1913)
H.R. Hoisington, 'Siva Pirakasam' Journal. cf the

Amei-ican Oriental Society, vol. IV. (1853-4),
p. 127-244.

G. U. Pope, 'The Tiruvarutpayan' in his .The Tiruva-
cakam Oxford (1900).' -

1. vedG.nta Sutras) Sankar~!s_Comme!ltarl, Li.(SacY'ed Books of
East, vol. 34, p.3); Mar;(jukya Kaxrika, Sankara's Commentary
in Readings fY'om Sankara , ed. T. M. P .Mahadevan, Part I I
Madras (1961) iv. 49.

2. VedG.nta Sutras Loc cci.t ,
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seeing, darsana.3

These categories of everyday experience assume a special
importance in Hindu !:eligion and philosophy. The 'knowert or
'seer' is the self, atman; Brahman or God is the object of
knowledge, and jnana is the knowledge the self has of God.

"For Sankhya and Yoga philosophies, which do not acknowledge
a supreme God, the object of knowledge, standing over against
the 'knower' (purusa) is matter (prakrtiJ.. ~

While these discrete categories belong to ordinary life,
the unitive life, the life of 'union' with Brahman, is des-
cribed as one that is devoid of these distinctions.4 Brahman

.is beyond the distinctions of 'seer', 'seeing' and 'seen.'S
Brahman as the eternal subject is never an object.6 In reali-
ty there is no devotee or object of devotion/ no ruler or
ruled;7the mind under the influence of maya sees 'duality';
it imagines itself as the 'knower.'

Long before these catego~ies were recognized and used
in the philosophical systems, Yajnavalkya in the Upanisads
shows his awareness ~f the implications they had for philoso-
phy. To grant that atman, the individual self, could know
Brahman would be to imply that they were separate. Such a
view would be contrary to the stand that Yajrtavalkya took.
To him and other Upanisadic philosophers, Brahmaq was not
different from the individual atman. As Yajhavalkya says:

3. Nai~k:r>amyasiddhiof Sr1 Suresvaracarya. !,r!JlB.S.S.
Raghavahar, Mysore (1965) 11.53; Viveka~udamani ot
Santara, ed. Swami Madhavananda, Calcutta' (1944) 247.

4. v.aiiatG~. op._t. l.i.4: 88. wU'i.JI.
5. Viveka.t op.eit. 241; 401.
6. VedQnta Sutras, op.cit. 1.1.4; Viveka. op.cit. 185.
7. Veaanta S~tras, op.cit. II.i.14.
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"Where there is a duality (dvai.ta v , as it were (iva), there
one sees another; there one smells another; there one hears
another; there one speaks to another". 8 But "you could not
see the seer of seeing. You could not hear the hearer of
hearing. You could not think the thinker of thinking. You
could not understand the understander of understanding. He
is your soul, which is in all things".9 He is 'the unseen
Seer, the unheard Hearer, the unthought Thinker, the ununder-
stood Understander".10 To Yajnavalkya Brahman could never
be an object of perception; the ordinary categories of know-
ledge would not apply here. He sees, though not too clearly,
that the knowledge of Brahman was unlike ordinary knowledge,
that there can be no 'knower' distinct from the 'known.'

As one delves further into the philosophical literature,
it becomes 'clear that the unitive knowledge that the Upanisads
speak of requires, in reality, that the category of 'knower'
be .superseded. The soul in bondage in sapsara sees itself
as separate from Brahman; :it sees itself as a 'knower' and
'do~r.' But in the unitive state (that is, the experience of
liberation) the soul loses all self-consciousness. The
Upanisads compare this state of self-transcendence to that of
a man in the embrace of his wife, who "knows nothing within or
wlthout~11 The Maitraya~iya upani?ad describes it as niratma-
katvam 'selflessness' .12 Post-Upanisadic literature often
describes it as being free trom the consciousness of 'I' and
'mine' .13

8. Brhadara~yaka Upanifad in The Thirteen ~incipal Upanisads,
trans. R.E. Hume (1954) II.iv.14.

9. ibid. III.iv.2; vii.23.
10. ibid. III.viii.II.
11. ibid. IV.iii.21.
12. Hume, op.cit. vi.20-1.
13. Nai?k., op.cit. ii.22; 29; 30; iii.60; Viveka., op.cit.

75; 180; 392; 437.
+
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The unitive knowledge, however, is not mere self,trans-
cendence. It is also 'union' with Brahman. In other words,
it is a merging of the •knower' in the I known. I The eunmum
bonum, according to the Upanisads and indeed of all Vedantic
thought, is becoming 'one' with Brahman. "He, verily, who
knows that supreme Brahma, becomes that very Brahma", says
the Mundaka Vpanisad.14 Brahmabhava ,It becoming of the nature
of Br~an~, is m~ksa, says Sankara in his commentary on the
Brahmasutra.15 The" ideal of jivanrrrukti,'liberation in life'
that Advaita philosophy speaks of, maintai~s that man can
attain this unitive knowledge even in s~sara.

These two aspects of the unitive experience self-
transcendence and 'union,' with Brahman -- whieh are hinted
at in the Upanisads, become mor~expli£i! in the MahizbJia.ata,
and more particularly in its Bhaqaoadqi.ta, These aspects,
moreover, are ,correlated ina manner that would imply that
liberation was dependent on s'elf-transcendence. By the time'"
of the Bhagavadgita, ahankara 'I-ness' is clearly distinguish-
ed as that element of the individual psyche that makes man
think in terms of 'I' and 'mine.' Ahankara thus becomes syno-
nymous with egoism. The Mahabharata in the Anugita says:

He who does not desire anything and has no egoism
about anything becomes eligible for assimilation
with Brahman, even while dwelling in the world .

... a wise man who is free from (the thought that this
or that is) mine, and who is devoid of egoism, is emanci-
pated; there is no doubt of that ."

Those, high-souled ones who are devoid of (the thought
that this or that is) mine and devoid of egoism, ....
obtain the great and highest world.16 ,

14. Hume, op.cit. 111.11.9.

15. Vedanta Sutras, op.cit. 1.1.4 (p.33)
16. S~cred Books £i_the East, vol.8, BJ~gavadg~ta, Sanatsuja-

tiya and Anugita, trans.K.T. Telang, p.313; 371i 389;
Mahabharata Critical Edition, (Bhandarkar Oriental Re-

search Institute) Poona (1960) XIV. 47.8-9; 14; 50.22.
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Besides th~. !Esnj' occurrences of the words ahankara,
'I-ness' nurahankara 'free from egoism' and ni.rmama 'free
from mine-ness', the altO. emphasises many times that man
should surrender himself and his activity to God and thus
become united with Him. The altO. says: ~He whose soul is
bewildered by ahaiikarc thinks; "I am the doer", But cast-
ing aside self-sense, force, arrogance, desire, anger, pos-
session, egoless and tranquil in mind, he becomes worthy of
~coming one with Br-ahman" .17

These thoughts are even mo;:e clearly enunciated in the
later literature of Advai t a Vedanta, The Naiflkaramyas'iddhi
sums them up thus:

The seer is conjoined to the seen and the seen is
conjoined to the seer. Both of them are---conjoined
in and through the functioning of the ego. In the
elimination of the ego, the self abides in perfect
nonduali ty ,18

So we see that the unitive experience,in which the self
transcends itself and becomes one with the Divine, is one
in which the 'knower',becomes one with the 'known'.

Saiva Siddhanta philosophy further ~lucidates the nature
of this unitive experience. Saiva Siddhanta is unique among
the Hindu philosophies in r.egarding egoism, not as a mere
propensity of the human psyche and a concomitant of the psy-

-- -r :chophysical body, but a~ a 'root-defilement' (mut.a mat-a) of
the soul. This egoism aJ1-ava is the cause of the soul's est-
rangement from God. It creates the delusion which mak~s the
human being think of himself as an agent. Saiva Siddhanta
texts repeatedly emphasise the need to give up egoism and
the clinging to one's limited intelligence and to 'sink' one -
self in the Divine.19 Sa1va saints speak of 'melting' with

17. Trans. S. Radhakrishnan,BombaY,India (1977) ii1.27;
xviii .53.

18. op . ei t , ii. 53.
19.. M.M. Ar-u.Lche Lvam, 'The Concept of Liberation in Saiva

Siddhinta. Phi.loeophi.oal. Her-i.t.aqe of the Tami.le Madras
(1983) p.10-1l; srs. x.I; SS. xii.3; Siva. 71.
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love for God, which is symbolic of the dissolving ot the hard
core of egoism in man. The triple categories of •knower' ,
'known' and 'knowledge' too find mention in the Saiva Siddhan-
ta texts.20 It is said that the sages 'see' because they see
without the distinction ot 'seer' and ·seen'. Saiva Siddhanta
too, like Vedanta, is emphatic that the soul can never see
God objectively. '''Thesoul can never see Him, who makes it
see". 21

It becomes clear now that the knowledge that the Hindu
religious texts speak of is no ordinary knowledge. It is not
to be had by the natural organs of perception. As the Upani-
sad says, the natural or-gans of perception reach outward';22
they relate to the world outside. But unitive knowledge is
found within, when a man turns his mental eyes inward and
looks into the 'cavern' of his heart.23 The/mind, says,
Sankara, causes a perception of duality. With the elimina-
tion or suppression of the mind, duality ceases and there is
aepareauoqa ' union without touching'. 24 Sai va Siddhanta too
speaks of the 'defective human vision' that must be replaced
by 'divine vision' .25 The unitive knowledge is, therefore,
something that is beyond the natural channels or levels of
intellection.

That this knowledge is more an 'experience', a participa-
tion or 'entering into' the Divine, is indicated by the words
anubhaua and anubhut-i, whi~h are increasingly used to denote
this experience.26 This is the perception of Christian theo-
logy too. Paul Tillich, writing about this knowledge, which
is in reality participation, says:

------------------------------1
20. SS. viii. 22 ; xi ,2; Tiru. 27; Vi.?J:ave.npa 11; :Tiruvaruppaya!f:. '

viii.9; Ti.rumanbi.ram (Tinnevely: The South India Saiva
Siddhanta Works Publishing Society 1973) 154; 1580.

21. SJB. vi.2.d;e.
22. Katha Upani ead, Hume, op . ci.t , iv.1.

• 4

23. Hume , op.ci:t , Ta1.:tt;-[rt.ya Upani ead II.1.1; Katha Upani~ad
ii.12; 20; iv.6; 7. •

24. Ma~q. Karika, op.ait. iii.29; 31; iv.2.
25. SJB. ix.
26. SS. viii. 34; xi.l; Viveka. op cei.t , 2; 64; 121; 277.
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Knowing is a form of union. In every act of kno~ledge
the knower and that which is known are united; the
gap between subject and object is overcome. The sub-
ject "grasps" the object, adapts it to itself, and, at
the same time, adapts itself to the object.27

'Nicholas ~rdyaev in his Destiny of Man writes:

When philosophers seek intuition, they seek knowledge
which is not objectified but is communion with being,
penetration into its depths ...Consciousness presupposes
the spbject-object relation; hence philosophical
knowledge I which transcends objectification and relati-
vity,~s rooted in the subconsciousness and rises to
superconsciousness.28

Evelyn Underhill, in her classic study of mysticism, gives us
the characteristics of mysticism. She says:

It im~lies, indeed, the aboLtt ton.or individuality; of
that hard, separateness, that "I, Me, Mine" which
makes of man a fine isolated thing. It is essentially
a movement of the heart seeking to transcend the limi-
tations of the individual standpoint and to surrender
itself to ultimate Reality; ...
(It) passes over into that boundless life where Subject
and Object, desirous ~nd desired, are one.29

This element of self-transcendence is seen also in the
word 'ecstasy'. Ecstasy, as Paul Tillich explains, means
'standing outside one's self' without ceasing to be onesel£.30

27. Systematic Theology, vol. I Chicago· (1951) p. 94.
28. New York (1960) p. 12-13.
29. Mysticism New York (1955) p , 71.
30. Dynamics of Faith New York (1958) p.7.
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~n;~heexperience .of.ecstasy, op.e 'transcends the. basic con-
dition of fin~ rationa~i ty, the subject-object st:ru~ture'.
Tl)e Sanskrit wor d for ecstasy, the w.ord .paravaea; which is
also" used in Tamil, focuses on the experience of 'union'.
Faravasa means to be 'subject to another's will'; t.o.be
'ruled by another'. The experience of ecstasy or paravaea ;
then, is one in which man transcends self in a joyo:ys '.lJtl:l9n t

with God. Hindu mystics, as also mystics of other religions,
vouch for both these aspects of the unitive experience. It is
th~s experience of seli-transcendence, this'disappearance of
the ordinary subject-object scheme, that the H~ndu mystics.
seek to communicate in describing the numinous'experfence as
one that is beyond 'knower') 'known' and 'knowledge'.

!?havamoney, in his book Love of God accoY'dingtp SaivQ
Siddhanta, says that this knowledge is subsum~d in bhakti. He
explains the four types of Saiva bhakti as the 'proce~s of
deification' which consists of 'alienation and integration'.
This process requires "alienation from the egoism of'the self
and realization of the divine form of grace" as also "aliena-
tion irom the dual objective realization of God and the non-
dual subjective realization of God".31 "Knowledge and love",
he says, "are mutually inclusive". In bhaki i, as in Jncma,
one transcends the consciousness of 'knower', 'known' and
'knowledge'. As Sage Narada says in his classical work on
bhakt i , the Bhaktd. Sut1:'as, in bhakt-i the triple consciousness
(of worshipper, the object of worship and the act of worship)
is di8s01ved.32 .

Yoga too records a similar experience.
state of sCDnadh1:, the Yoqaeuta-a defines it
which the mind shines with the light of the
"devoid, as it were, of itself".33

Describing the
as the state in
object alone and

31. Oxford (1971) p. 357: 359.
32. T~e Philosophy of Love, ed. Poddar Hanumanprasad (1968)

sutra 66.
33. The Yoga Sutras of Patarujal.i., ed. B.D. Basu Sacred Books

of the Hindus) vol. iv, Allahabad, (1924) iii. 3.
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This unitive experience is not, however, the .prerogative
of the mystics. It is said that musicians, poets and lovers
of the arts too share this experience, and that aesthetic
appreciation at its deepest levels requires the same selffor-
getfulness and 'entering into' the work of art or literature.34
This perception finds corroboration in Sanskrit literature.
·The Taittiri~a vpani?ad uses the word rasa_'aesthetic pleasure'
for Brahman. 5 Abhinavagupta in his Tantraloka uses the word
~yibhavana 'being absorbed in or identified with that' to
describe the identification that takes place in aesthetic
appreciation. In a verse that is significant for our purpose ,
he says:

Those who do not identify (with the object of
contemplation) who do not know the merging of
the body etc. (in that object) and whos~ intel-
lect as a means of cognition is not merged (in
that object), they are known as insensitive.36

Moreover, !Titers on poetics, Bhattanayaka, Abhinavagupta
and Visvanatha, compare the aesthetic experience to the
numinous experience, brahmas7./ada'tasting of Brahman' .37

34. Deussen. P. Tr£ Philosophy of the upanisads New York
(1966) p. 383; Evelyn Underhill, op.cit. p.,233; 237;
M. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy London
(1956) p. 67.

35. Hume, op.cit. ii. 7; Hiriyanna, op.cit. p. 67, n. 4.

36. J.L. ~asson and M.V. Patwardhan, Santarasa and Abhina-
vagupta's phiZosophy of Aesthetics Poona (1969) p. 4.9.

37. Raniero Gnoli, The Aesthetic Experience according to
Abhinavagupta Serie Orientale Roma XI, Rome (1956)
p. 55 - 6.
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So we see that this experience, which is familiar to
mystic, poet and musician alike, is a 'knowledge' which
transcends the intellectual level, yet is 'more direct than
thought or perception I. It is a going beyond the conscious-
ness of 'knower', 'known' and 'knowledge.'


